
Coding Conventions
or...what your code should look like

Employing good and consistent coding conventions is very important. It helps make the 
programs readable and improves productivity (not to mention the fact that it is very helpful 
for your instructor and reader). For these reasons, it is in your best interest that all 
assignments meet the standards described below. 

Don't worry if you are not sure what the terms below mean; you will soon get to know them 
thoroughly. After reading this document, make sure you keep it by your side when you code 
to answer your questions about format and style. 

Names
Using the following naming conventions will keep code ambiguities to a minimum. 

Procedure Names

Examples:   discount-price , days-remaining

In CS3, your procedures take in parameters and return a value.  Use nouns to 
describe the returned value, which makes expression that compose functions easier 
to read.  Avoid verbs that describe how the procedure is calculating the return value.

Predicates

Examples:  odd? , vowel?

Predicates are procedures that return boolean values (true or false).  End these in a 
question mark “?”.   Use adjectives (odd?) to name such predicates.

Parameters

Examples:  date , response

Parameters are the names of the values that a procedures takes in order to determine 
a result.  Choose the most descriptive name possible.  Avoid one-letter names; they 
are likely to make your code more difficult to read, unless there is an agreed upon 
convention (e.g., x and y for coordinates; n for a count of something).



Indentation and Skipping Lines
Scheme consists of nested blocks of code. For example, an if statement can be nested 
within another if statement, which in turn is contained in a procedure. One way to show 
this nesting is by indentation. This allows the person reading your code to easily see the 
major sections of code and main flow-of-control. 

Emacs can do a reasonable job indenting your code for you.  Use the tab key to indent a line 
of code.  You will still need to take care to make your code readable, however.  Here are 
indentation conventions for CS3:

Nested code should be indented. 

(define (sign number)
    (if (< number 0)

'negative
(if (= number 0)
    'zero
    'positive)))

Skipping Lines 

Another way of making major sections of your code easy to see is by skipping lines. 
You should skip about two lines between procedures. You should also separate 
logical chunks of code within a procedure with one or two blank lines. 

Internal Documentation (a.k.a. Comments)
"Internal documentation" simply refers to the comments in your program. No matter how 
simple a program is to its author, it is almost always confusing to another person reading it 
(e.g.,, the instructor and reader who will be grading your programs). Comment well, and you 
will have a happy instructor and reader. Comment poorly, and your teaching staff will have 
trouble understanding what you are doing (and you may not get the benefit of the doubt). 

There are two types of comments: single-line and multi-line.  

● Single-line comments are indicated by a semicolon, and Scheme will ignores 
everything that follows the semicolon until the a new line is reached.

Example:
; this is a comment (yes), and will be ignored

● Multi-line comments have unique start and end tags, and everything between the tags 
is considered a comment (and ignored) by Scheme.  
The start tag is #|, the end tag is |#.



What a comment should include:

Comments are used for adding information to your code. Your comments should not just 
repeat the code that you have written, as such comments are useless. Comments should be 
added whenever an explanation or clarification is needed for some section or line of code, 
such as a difficult sequence of commands, an unusual or atypical design pattern, or a very 
brief synopsis of what a particular procedure call might do or return. 

Comment as you go along.  Do not leave all your commenting until the end of the project. 
Commenting done later takes more time because you have to remember or figure out what 
the code is doing instead of just writing down what you are already thinking about. 

Header Comments 

Header comments come directly before a procedure, and describe that procedure.  You can 
use multi-line comments, or single-line comments with multiple semicolons.

Example:

    ;; returns the square of a number n
  (define (square n)
      (* n n))

Every procedure should have a header which contains a comment describing its purpose, 
how it achieves its purpose, and a list of placeholders used as arguments to the method. 
Each placeholder should be described as well.  The return value for the procedure should be 
described in the header as well. 

Code section comments

Comments can set off different sections of code within a procedure.  This is especially useful 
with conditionals, where later sections of code can make assumptions about what the value 
of the parameters are.  Keep code-section comments at the same indentation as the code in 
question.

Example:

(define (answer sent)
   (cond ((not (question? sent))

    ; not a question, just return the sent
    sent)
   ((first-two-equal? 'am 'i sent)
    ; the sentence starts with "am i"

          ...



In-line comments

Comments can be added to the right of a line of code, to explain what that line is doing.

Example: 

   (if (equal? x 'monday)    ;Check to see if x is monday

In-line comments appear in code clarifying that particular line of code.  Lines should be 
commented to describe what they are doing. Note that this comment should not just repeat 
what the line is question does, but should describe its purpose.

  (+ days 1)  ;add 1 to x   <- useless
    (+ days 1)  ;adjust days for Leap Year   <- useful

Test case comments

You will need to include test cases for many of the procedures you write.  The best method 
to use is a multi-line comment following the definition of the procedure.  Include a 
description of what the test cases are for.  Keep each test case on a new line, and use a in-
line comment following the test call to describe what the call should return.  

Example:

#| tests for answer

(answer '(this isnt a question!))    ; (this isnt a question!)
(answer '(this is a question?))      ; (this is a question.)
(answer '(am i the dream program?))  ; (you are the dream program.)

 ...

|#

With this method, you can easily run each test case in Emacs by sending a region of your 
program to the Scheme listener, and can then manually compare what the return value is 
with what you expected.  

In more advanced programming courses, you will learn about automated testing procedures 
where your test cases can be run and compared to proper return values automatically.
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